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In the context of the established regular contact with its members, the
Board of Directors of the Cyprus Institute of Internal Auditors sends its
latest Newsletter. This Newsletter refers to matters of common interest
and events that took place during the period from May to September
2019, as well as any other useful information.
New Members
During the period from 1 May 2019 to 30 September 2019, we
welcomed 14 new members to the Institute.

Newsletter content and Other Articles
Every Newsletter includes the Institute’s
news,

training

courses

and

The total number of our active members on 30/9/2019 was 535.

other

educational meetings, updates on current
issues

concerning

the

internal

audit

profession, as well as other relevant
announcements.
interest

Matters

suggested

by

of
the

common
Institute’s

Committees are also included.
Every Newsletter constitutes a useful tool
for

our

members.

Our

members

are

welcomed to send their own internal audit
related articles to be included in the
Newsletter.
article will2017
be evaluated
Issue
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– March

by a Committee. It is noted that, opinions
expressed

through

these

articles

are

strictly personal and are not binding for our
Institute.
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21st Annual General Meeting
The 21st Annual General Meeting (AGM) of our Institute took place on Wednesday 19 June
2019 at the Cleopatra Hotel in Nicosia.
After the opening speech of IIA Cyprus President Mrs. Soteroula Savvidou, a presentation was
delivered by the Chairman of the Board of Directors of the Cyprus Stock Exchange, Mr.
Marinos Christodoulides on the subject of «Strategic Planning of the Cyprus Stock Exchange
and its importance in the growth of the Cyprus economy»
The AGM was attended by a number of distinguished quests, from the private and public
sectors, in addition to our members.
During the meeting, from the 25 newly qualified Certified Internal Auditors (CIA’s) who were
invited, the following eleven (11) attended and were honoured for succeeding in the relevant
examinations:

At the AGM, the President Mrs Soteroula Savvidou analyzed the Management Board’s Annual
Report and work performed during the year 2018-2019, and representatives of the four
Committees presented in short, the work performed by their Committees during the previous
year.
Korellis Iosif, Korelcon Ltd, were reappointed as the External Auditors of the Institute for 2019.
The proceedings of the AGM concluded with the election of the New Management Board of
the Institute. In its first meeting on 10 July 2019, the New Management Board took the following
composition:
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1. Panayides Marios
2. Kapnissi Panayiota
3. Okhatrina Marina
4. Yiallourou Kakia
5. Georgiou Theodoros
6. Antoniou Stella
7. Neocleous Anastasia
8. Tzionis Theocharis
9. Kousoulos Andreas
10. Meshitis Sophocleous Maria-Christina
11. Mesko Bogdan
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Soteroula Savvidou – President
Aristodemos Yiannakas – Vice President
Marios Demosthenous – Secretary
Marios Pashias – Treasurer
Christodoulos Hadjichristodoulou – Member
Sophia Kassianidou – Member
Antonis Bargilly – Member
Marilena Lefa – Member
Polina Antoniou – Member
Athos Fasouliotis –Member

2019 Annual Internal Audit Excellence Award
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During this year’s AGM, which was sponsored by KPMG, the 2019 Annual Internal Audit
Excellence Award was awarded to Mrs. Marianna Georgallidou, Head of Internal Audit of Cyta.
The award was presented to Mrs. Georgallidou by IIA Cyprus President Mrs Savvidou and by
Mr Antonis Bargilly on behalf of KPMG. IIA Cyprus expresses its appreciation to KPMG for
sponsoring the 2019 Award.
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15/5/2019 – ZANETTOS CYPRUS TAVERN
A pre-conference honorary dinner was offered to guest speakers and sponsors. On behalf of IIA
Cyprus, members of the Board of Directors, accompanied by the Institute’s Executive Manager
and the Administrative Officer, also participated.

16/5/2019 – CYPRUS INTERNAL AUDIT FORUM 2019
The 4th Cyprus Internal Audit Forum, under the general title “INTERNAL AUDIT:THE NEW ERA”,
took place on 16/5/2019 at the Hilton Cyprus Hotel, Nicosia, with great success. This Forum has
been established as the Annual Internal Audit Conference of Cyprus, and always takes place in
May, which is the International Internal Audit Awareness Month.

Distinguished speakers from Cyprus and abroad presented topics such as: “Fit for future
challenges – Gaining and improving quality”, “Auditing Regulated Entities”, “Soft Controls in
Internal Audit”, “AML Requirements and the Internal Auditor’s role”, "Top Priorities for Internal
Audit in Technology”, “Next Generation I.T. tools for Internal Audit”, etc.
The Conference and the Panel Discussion were coordinated by our members Mr Loizos Andreas
Hajiloizos and Mrs Polina Antoniou respectively. The Board of Directors of IIA Cyprus once more
expresses its gratitude and thanks to both Polina and Loizos for their excellent and professional
work.
Among the participants were professional Internal Auditors, members of Boards of Directors and
Audit Committees, and Management Executives from both the Private and Public Sectors. All
expressed their appreciation for the high caliber speakers and panelists, as well as the overall
organization of the Conference.
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After the welcoming address by our Institute’s President Mrs. Soteroula Savvidou, the
Conference was addressed by the Minister of Transport, Communications and Works Mrs.
Vasiliki Anastasiadou. A short address was also delivered by the member of the Board of
Directors of IIA Greece Mr. Aristodimos Dimitriadis.
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13/6/2019: Presentation on “Fraud and Corruption: A Tour on Red Flags & Audit”
IIA Cyprus and ACFE (Cyprus) co-organised a 2-hour presentation, free of charge. The
presentation took place at the Eurolife House in Nicosia, by speaker Mr John Yiannis.
Mr Yiannis, a professional with many years of experience in fraud, mainly in Australia,
provided participants with an overview of fraud and corruption, linking fraud and corruption to
behavioural indicators and aspects (red flags) for organizations to be aware of. Members of
both Institutes, who attended the seminar, expressed their satisfaction for the content and
usefulness of the presentation.

20/06/2019: Training on “The importance of Ethics for Internal Auditors”

To assist its IIA Certifications holder members to meet this requirement for their 2019 CPE
hours, IIA Cyprus organized a 2-hour training course on “The importance of Ethics for
Internal Auditors”. This was offered to all participants free of any charge and was delivered
by Mr. Konstantinos Triantafyllidis, on 20 June 2019 at the Cleopatra Hotel.
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The IIA’s Professional Certifications Board approved in 2018 the requirement that ALL active
IIA Certificate holders MUST include 2 hours of Ethics training each year, as part of the Annual
Continuing Professional Education (CPE) hours needed to maintain their certifications.
Therefore, the annual Ethics requirement became mandatory from 2018 onwards.
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21/06/2019: Seminar on “Root -cause Analysis: Identifying causes of an Internal
Auditor’s findings”
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The Seminar with Mr. Konstantinos Triantafyllidis as the Instructor, took place at the Cleopatra
Hotel, Nicosia. The course was targeted primarily to Management and staff of Internal audit
functions in both the public and private sectors. The Route-cause Analysis (RCA) methodology,
its advantages and effect were analysed in detail. Furthermore, the participants learned about
the tools and control techniques used for the implementation of RCA.
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19/09/2019: “AML – From the Internal Auditors eyes”
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A half day seminar took place at Cleopatra Hotel that aimed at covering three different, but also
interrelated areas concerning Anti-Money Laundering. The three distinguished speakers were Mrs
Marina Theologou, AML Law specialist of the Cyprus Securities & Exchange Commission, Mr
Yiannis Pettemerides, Registered Auditor, Compliance Advisor, Forensic Accountant and
Insolvency Practitioner, and Mr Christos Ttiniozou, Managing Director of iSpiral. The seminar
attracted a high number of participants not only from the Auditing and Accounting professions.
Due to the wider interest for the subject and content of the seminar, professionals from the
compliance, risk management and legal sectors also participated.
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The ECIIA 2019 Conference took place at the European Convention Centre in Luxemburg from 18 to
20 September 2019, under the general title “Embrace Change and Innovation in Internal Audit”.

The 2019 IIA International Conference, under the general title “A Vibe All Its Own”, took place from 7
to 10 July 2019 at the Anaheim Convention Center in Anaheim, California, USA.

The IIA has started to put together another extraordinary event for internal auditors from all over the
globe! The next International Conference will be 20–22 July 2020 in Miami, Florida, USA, with the
theme, “Cruise into Internal Audit.”

Visit the 2020 International Conference webpage.
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Save the Date: 2020 International Conference Miami

Guidance for New Financial Services Auditors
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Global subject matter experts collaborated to deliver a guide intended for auditors new to the financial
services industry. It provides well-rounded knowledge and insights for those just entering the field or
wishing to embark on a new career path.

Download this FREE copy today.

Build Organizational Awareness of Potential Disruptions
When a significant disruption emerges, the risk is as much about an organization’s ability to cope with
the unexpected as with the disruption itself. How can the organization’s ability to handle change be
assessed?

What Drives Organizational Culture?
How can your team effectively audit organizational culture if you can’t define the various business
drivers, along with the set of metrics that can be used to continuously monitor risk culture and culture?
Get the answers to the questions they’ll ask with this poignant story and practical guide.

Order your copy today.
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Download the latest issue of Tone at the Top to learn more.

Implementation Guides on The IIA’s Code of Ethics
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The Code of Ethics is part of The IIA’s mandatory guidance. This series of implementation guides
explains simply how internal auditors can carry out the intent of the Code and offers advice for
demonstrating conformance.

Complimentary download for members.

Advocating for Internal Audit
Do your organization’s on-boarding materials for new audit committee members include information
about internal audit? Don’t assume directors know the value it provides. Share “All in a Day’s Work”
with your board members to easily describe the role internal audit plays in organizational success.

Download global advocacy’s brochure, “All in a Day’s Work.”

Yet another major bank is in the news because of a data breach, the kind that not only endanger the
personal information of millions of consumers, but also undoubtedly damage organizational
reputations. The breach also will fuel intensified scrutiny from boards and increase shareholder and
public demand for accountability. IIA issued this special report in early August, which includes ten
questions internal auditors should be prepared to answer.

Access Cloud Security, Insider Threats, and Third-party Risks
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Special Cloud Security Issue

